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About This Game

Earth is under siege!
A mysterious and powerful alien race has come to enslave the entire galaxy, and your fleet is humanity's last hope. You must put
an end to the attacks and rebuild a home for the survivors. With the invaders in hot pursuit, and the dangers of the unexplored at

every turn, do you have what it takes to forge a new galaxy?

Key features:

Team up with up to 4 players and explore the galaxy.

Enjoy challenging action, smart puzzles, and deep adventure.

Customize your ship with a huge selection of parts.

Use physics to solve puzzles or defeat your enemies.

Create your own galaxy using the built in editor.

Download new galaxies from other players for endless gameplay.
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Proto Defense DLC

Source Studio is pleased to announce it's first Arcade map: Proto Defense!
Proto Defense is the first online multiplayer co-op turret defense game for ProtoGalaxy. Team up with your friends to defend

Earth from alien invaders in this unique turret defense experience.

Key features:

Team up to defend Earth from alien invaders.

Pick from a big selection of turrets.

Reposition your turrets at any time to deal extra damage.

Take down huge bosses.

Compete in leaderboards for the highest score.

Tackle 8 new challenging achievements.

Built using the ProtoGalaxy Editor.M
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Game is buggy as heck and no real story, You cannot use any vehicles (tanks etc) Don't bother with this game.. InvertMouse is a
developer I have followed over the years with avid interest. Working largely single-handedly, this creator has crafted so many
interesting, diverse, and human worlds, in full recognition of the limitations and constraints of the visual novel medium. I'm not
ashamed to say that many of these VNs have brought me to tears, and Cursed Sight is among them. In a very short period of time,
InvertMouse draws you into novel worlds outside your own experiences in a highly relatable way, gets you to care about a cast of
characters initially presented as flawed and funny, dimensionalizing and fleshing out what might first appear to be two-
dimensional caricatures, and then weaves simple, heartwarming, heart-shattering tales with these figures and these worlds in a way
that may very well belong in the echelons of classic folklore writers.

This world isn't a fair one. Whatever magic works the lands and chooses these 'cursed children' has no rhyme or reason behind it,
nor does it well benefit those who inherit its 'gifts'. Our protagonist shows from the very start how cruel the world can be, so that 
selling himself into child slavery seems to be the best of his options. Yet within this mythohistorical construct, it seems not only very
real, but also an echo of prior blemishes on the historical record, and we can only witness. When he does try to take his destiny into
his hands? Can we say the hope of success outweighs the pains he (and others) must endure? Who gets to live, who gets to die, and
which deaths are in the player's hands?

Without spoiling anything, I felt the ending would allow for an return to the world should the dev so desire, and I sincerely hope the
game sales might compel them in that direction. There are so many broken lives and so much hurt that not even the group compiled
within this game can hope to bring resolution, but I certainly feel that the best of the endings might offer a turning point for another
game's bright horizon.. I definitely recommend this game. There has been no other sailing game that has the magnificence in this.
Not even Blood & Gold has the sailing mechanics where you can walk around on the ship and have a good close 3rd person view
of you on the ship along with your crew. I love this game and I am looking forward to more updates and maybe campaigns such as
high elves, dwarfs and vampires.

I am going to build a fleet consisting three high elf ships, three dwarf ships along side three empire ships. Together, we will show a
united front against the forces of Chaos, the Green Skins and the Dark Elves.. This game really needs some serious fixing. It's an
alright game but there certainly are issues. I would give it a neutral rating if Steam actually implemented a grey insignia to state
reviews as such. Unfortunately for this case, I will have to go with red for now.. Repentant is a graphically very appealing game. It
is not very long (1-2h playtime) but the story is interesting and the puzzles of medium difficulty. There is pixelhunt but I don't mind
that very much. The only downside I see in the inventory items not having any label which could be confusing when you return later
to the game. I didn't play Little Kite before, now I will definitely also play that one.. this is great buy it i love it and its hard
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A deck of cards.. Lots of fun, my girlfriend and I play several matches togeether every week. I'm impressed that such a nicely
polished game is free to play. Thank you devs, it really has been a lot of fun.. Really enjoying this game so far. Its a simple
game to get into but the challenge it provides is what is going to keep me coming back. If you don't know what this game is
about, here's a synopsis: You assume the command of the RAF during the Battle of Britain and are in charge of creating,
maintaining, and deploying squadrons of Spitfire and Hurricane aircraft to defend airfields, cities, and installations inside of
England to halt the Luftwaffe from gaining air dominance.. This game is an absolute blast! Definitely recommend it for anyone
to play Coop! I would not dare to play single player :P. Another game that just shows why early access games shouldn't be
bought.. I'll re-install and try again someday to see if it's better. It has a ton of potential. So far the execution just isn't there yet.
I recommend following for now. If it improves or is on sale then get it. I'll update if I see someday it has either gotten good or
become hopeless.. Pretty decent after the huge update.
More like facebook version of the game. There still is some rendering issues but if you want a good challenging survival game
with a lobby full of russians then go on. :D
8\/10
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